Professional Learning
Resources

“Unwrapping” the Standards: A
Simple Process to Make Standards
Manageable

Building a Professional Learning
Community at Work: A Guide to the
First Year

Larry Ainsworth • 9781742395463

Parry Graham, William Ferriter • 9781742395432

In “Unwrapping” the Standards, the author
guides educators through each phase of the
“unwrapping” process. By sharing the many
real-life success stories of K–12 educators
across the country, Dr. Ainsworth explains how
to identify the Big Ideas—what educators want
their students to remember long after instruction ends. This practical
text includes more than 80 examples of “unwrapped” standards,
plus checklists and templates to help educators immediately apply
this simple, proven technique for making standards manageable.

SOT5463 • $39.95
40 Reading Intervention Strategies
for Prep-6 Students
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781742394749

Struggling students need a different kind of
instruction, more time and ample amounts of
guided practice to help them become confident
readers. The interventions in this book are
designed for educators to use with individuals
or small groups of students who simply
cannot keep up with the pace of instruction.
The author provides: ways to teach more vocabulary in less time,
resulting in greater understanding and retention; more than thirty
sample lessons; strategies for thinking aloud to scaffold challenging
comprehension skills; year-level notations to determine which strategies
work best; and a table of contents to help find strategies by subject.

SOT4749 • $49.95
Accountability in Action: A Blueprint
for Learning Organisations
Douglas Reeves • 9781742395470

Accountability in Action is a practical, stepby-step guide to help educators create a
comprehensive accountability system that is fair
and rigorous and meets the needs of schools and
districts. This book provides a bridge between
standards and implementation and the systems
that allow schools to assess the effectiveness
of their efforts. Dr. Reeves demonstrates how policymakers,
leaders, teachers, parents, and students can use comprehensive
accountability systems to implement teaching and learning programs
that help all students succeed. Worksheets and discussion questions
frame each chapter, and sample indicators, sample accountability
reports, templates, and checklists provide additional guidance.

SOT5470 • $45.95

Get a play-by-play guide to implementing PLC
concepts. Each chapter begins with a story
focused on a particular challenge. A followup analysis of the story identifies the good
decisions or common mistakes made in relation
to that particular scenario. The authors examine
the research behind best practice and wrap up each chapter with
recommendations and tools you can use in your school. Discover
answers to real-world questions that arise during that critical first
year of building a professional learning community. The tools in this
book have been tested time and again by real teachers and teams.

SOT5432 • $39.95
Change Wars
Andy Hargreaves • 9781742393193

Change Wars provides a comprehensive view
of the challenges of education reform and offers
strategies for change. Educational luminaries from
around the globe share their theories-in-action
on how to achieve deep change. As editors
Andy Hargreaves and Michael Fullan note in their
introduction, “Despite our differences, we are part
of the same change family and its compelling
narrative of improvement and justice - supporting
each other where we can and challenging each other when we must…
Education is entirely about change…and effective change is inalienably
about learning – figuring out the best way forward for the greatest good”.

SOT3193 • $50.00
Classroom Management for
Accelerating Achievement
Lee Canter • 9781741708516

Classroom Success for Accelerating Achievement
is the first management program designed to
specifically address the improvement in students’
achievement. This book will take you beyond
simply managing student behaviour, to quickly
and effectively establishing an environment
that promotes academic achievement. It will
help you: Teach all students to behave from Day One of class; Apply
research-based instructional strategies that motivate students to stay
engaged in classroom activities; Build trusting relationships with all
students and parents; and establish a positive climate in a disruptive
classroom using a 2-Week Turnaround Program. This book will
help you lay a solid foundation for a positive environment in which
students will learn free from the distraction of disruptive behaviour.

SOT8516 • $49.95

Ahead of the Curve: The Power of
Assessment to Transform Teaching
& Learning

Classroom Management: Teaching
Responsible Behaviour for Today’s
Students

Douglas Reeves • 9781741708288

Lee Canter, Marlene Canter • 9781741708578

Ahead of the Curve brings the ideas and
recommendations of many internationally
renowned education leaders into one resource
for educators working to help their students
achieve at ever-higher levels. Each chapter
contributes to a sound conceptual framework
and offers specific, practical strategies for assessment. From involving
students in the assessment process, to ensuring accuracy, to
applying assessments to English language learners and special needs
students, you will find compelling insights and proven strategies.

This book outlines a three-step approach for
behaviour management by creating a classroom
behaviour management plan that includes: 1.
Rules that students must follow at all times,
2. Supportive Feedback that students will
receive consistently for following the rules,
3. Corrective Actions that you will use consistently when students
choose not to follow the rules. It particularly emphasises the last two
steps to help teachers provide non-judgmental feedback to students
in a way that recognises their efforts but also corrects their actions.

SOT8281 • $50.00

SOT8575 • $35.95

To order online, go to www.hbe.com.au and click on the Solution Tree logo to view all titles.

Classroom Management: Assertive
Discipline for Teaching Responsible
Behaviour for Today’s Students:
Primary Workbook Years P-6
Lee Canter • 9781741708547

The easy-to-use workbook also contains a variety
of timesaving and age appropriate resources
and teacher worksheets that complement the
program and will motivate students to behave
appropriately. Teachers can learn practical
ideas for launching a successful Assertive
Discipline Program, helping to prevent behaviour
problems by learning proactive techniques
that teach students how to make responsible
behaviour choices themselves, all day long.

Delivering on the Promise: The
Education Revolution
Robert Marzano, Timothy Waters • 9781742393452

District Leadership That Works offers
research-based recommendations for setting
and monitoring nonnegotiable goals for
achievement and instruction at district and
school levels. While district-defined goals
are essential, effective leadership involves
a collaborative effort among schools,
teacher unions, students, and community members. This book
not only addresses teacher accountability to ensure classroom
effectiveness, but it also addresses leaders’ responsibility
to get the right resources and support to educators.

SOT3452 • $39.95

SOT8540 • $29.95
Classroom Management: Assertive Discipline
for Teaching Responsible Behaviour for Today’s
Students: Secondary Workbook, Years 7-12
Lee Canter • 9781741708554

SOT8559 • $29.95
Collaborative Teams in Professional
Learning Communities at Work™:
Learning by Doing DVD
Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker,
Thomas Many • 9781742394862

This short video shows exactly what collaborative
teams in professional learning communities do.
Unscripted footage of real meetings, interspersed
with key points from PLC print resources,
brings the concept of collaboration to life.
Designed to reinforce the content on teams in Learning by Doing, the
video covers essential steps to building a culture of collaboration: •
Embed collaboration. • Create time to collaborate. • Focus on learning
questions. • Generate products. • Establish norms. • Use SMART
goals. • Provide relevant information. Activities in the Facilitator’s Guide
extend the learning for teams into a three-hour, hands-on workshop.

SOT4862 • $200.00
Delivering on the Promise: The
Education Revolution
Richard DeLorenzo, Wendy Battino, Rick Schreiber,
Barbara Gaddy Carrio • 9781742394756

Delivering on the Promise is the compelling
story of how a team of visionary educators put
their careers on the line to turn the traditional
education system inside out and create a
dramatically different approach to schooling that
would serve every child—not just children with
dedicated parents or systems with tremendous financial resources.
A new paradigm in education that can be replicated anywhere,
by anyone, for any student, under any set of circumstances.

SOT4756 • $39.95

First Class Teacher - Success
Strategies for New Teachers
Lee Canter • 9781741708561

New teachers choose their profession because
they are filled with the passion to help children
learn and to make a difference in their lives. FirstClass Teacher will guide you on your mission by
providing the planning tools and strategies you
need to match your passion with confidence
and skill. This bestseller for the new teachers
offers hundreds of time-tested activities, strategies and reproducibles
to help you become a first-class teacher. Topics include preparing
for the beginning of school, developing strategies to manage student
behaviour and communicating with parents. Fine-tune your teaching
practices and stretch your potential with this valuable resource.

SOT8567 • $39.95
Focused Assessment: Enriching the
Instructional Cycle
Gwen Doty • 9781742394770

Focused Assessment takes the educator
through a systematic process that embraces
the concept of “assessment for learning.”
It provides customisations that enable all
learners to demonstrate proficiency according
to their readiness level. This book explains
how assessment can become a natural part of
learning. Using the same, step-by-step approach found in Focused
Instruction: An Innovative Teaching Model for All Learners, this book
provides research-based techniques for creating assessments that
make sense to students and that enable teachers to continually refine
the way they present lessons. Using purposeful, continuous, and
focused assessments at every stage of the learning process dramatically
improves both student achievement and teacher effectiveness.

SOT4770 • $42.95
Formative Assessment &
Standards-Based Grading
Robert Marzano • 9781742394916

Designing & Teaching Learning
Goals & Objectives
Robert Marzano • 9781742393261

This first book in the Classroom Strategies That
Work library includes a summary of key research
behind these classroom practices and shows how
to implement them using step-by-step hands-on
strategies. Short quizzes help readers assess their
understanding of the instructional best practices
explained in each section. This self-study
resource can be used by individuals, teams of teachers or an entire
faculty to make improvements where it matters most: in classrooms.

SOT3261 • $37.95

Learn everything you need to know to implement
an integrated system of assessment and
grading that will enhance your teaching and
your students’ learning. Dr. Robert J. Marzano
details the specific benefits of formative
assessment—assessment that is used during
instruction rather than at the end of a course
or unit. He explains how to design and interpret three different types
of formative assessments, how to track student progress, and how
to assign meaningful grades, even if a school or district continues
to use a traditional grading system. Detailed examples brings
each concept to life, and exercises help reinforce the content.

SOT4916 • $42.95

To order online, go to www.hbe.com.au and click on the Solution Tree logo to view all titles.

Getting Started: Reculturing
Schools to Become Professional
Learning Communities

Making Math Accessible to Students

Robert Earker, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour
• 9781741708677

• An overview of the 5E instructional model:
engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate
• Sample 5E lesson plans complete with
objectives and checklists for materials
• Examples of how to adapt textbook
lessons to the 5E model
• Discussion and tasks to help readers identify and
support different levels of language proficiency

This book comprehensively answers the
question that many schools ask when seeking
to transform themselves into Professional
Learning Communities: “Where do we begin?”
The authors focus on the cultural shifts that must
take place as schools and their staffs move from more traditional ways
of doing things to functioning as Professional Learning Communities,
or PLCs. The book includes suggestions for finding the time for
transformation, lessons learned from one school that made the
transition and a conversation with the authors that answers many of the
typical, frequently asked questions asked by professionals considering
the shift toward establishing Professional Learning Communities.

SOT8672 • $24.95
Learning by Doing: A Handbook for
Professional Learning Communities
at Work
Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker,
Thomas Many • 9781741708691

This handbook is a guide for action that will:
Help educators develop a common vocabulary
and consistent understanding of key PLC
concepts; present a compelling argument
that the implementation of PLC concepts
will benefit students and educators alike; help educators assess
the current reality in their own schools; and convince educators
to take purposeful steps to develop their capacity to function as
PLCs. A six-part format guides readers to take the essential action
steps for building their capacity to create and sustain PLCs.

SOT8699 • $39.95
Leadership in Professional
Learning Communities at Work™:
Learning by Doing DVD
Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker,
Thomas Many • 9781742394855

The educators in this video share experiencebased insight into the principal’s responsibility
to create the conditions that allow staff to
continually build their capacity to ensure learning
for all. They demonstrate the importance of
dispersed leadership and mutual accountability between leaders
and staff, and they address the necessity to provide clarity and
coherence for staff by aligning the structure and culture of the school
with its core purpose. Activities in the Facilitator’s Guide extend
the learning for teams into a three-hour, hands-on workshop.

SOT4855 • $200.00
Leading With Trust: How to Build
Strong School Teams
Susan Stephenson • 9781742394831

This field guide begins with personal exercises
designed for leaders to use before they engage
with staff. A variety of team exercises and a
progressive series of strategies follow, designed
to move the community toward a more trusting
environment. The book covers the spectrum from
deep distrust to high levels of trust and offers
examples of two corporate cultures that have achieved model trust
environments. Inspirational quotes, tables, graphs, and activities enhance
this research-based manual for high-trust teams. Free, downloadable
reproducibles are available at go.solution-tree.com/leadership.

How to incorporate 5E INSTRUCTIONAL
MODEL into your classroom program:

Increase your capacity to make mathematics
accessible to all students. These maths
resources offers tools and guidance that
everyone in mathematics education can use to
increase confidence and competence. Chapters
address critical topics such as research-based
instructional best practices, and alternative
instruction and assessment practices. Reflective
questions and tasks make this a perfect book
for self-guided or group study. Appendices offer
sample answers and additional supports.

Years K-2 • 9781742394947
SOT4947 • $35.00
Years 3-5 • 9781742394978
SOT4978 • $35.00
Years 6-8 • 9781742395012
SOT5012 • $35.00
Years 9-12 • 9781742395029
SOT5029 • $35.00
Making Maths Accessible to English
Language Learners
How to incorporate 5E INSTRUCTIONAL
MODEL into your classroom program:
• An overview of the 5E instructional model:
engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate
• Sample 5E lesson plans complete with
objectives and checklists for materials
• Examples of how to adapt textbook
lessons to the 5E model
• Discussion and tasks to help readers identify and
support different levels of language proficiency
These are based on research in practices and
strategies that address the affective, linguistic,
and cognitive needs of ELLs. Many of the tips
and suggestions benefit all students. The book
follows case studies of composite student profiles.
Throughout the book, readers will find opportunities
for reflection to increase personal awareness of
both the teacher’s role and students’ needs. Tasks
provide interaction with the content of the book,
and hot tips inspire ideas for real-world situations.

Grades K-2 • 9781742394787
SOT4787 • $39.95
Grades 3-5 • 9781742394794
SOT4794 • $39.95
Grades 6-8 • 9781742395012
SOT4800 • $39.95
Grades 9-12 • 9781742394817
SOT4817 • $39.95

SOT4831 • $55.95

To order online, go to www.hbe.com.au and click on the Solution Tree logo to view all titles.

On Common Ground: The Power of
Professional Learning Communities

Professional Learning Communities
at Work Journal

Roland Barth, Rebecca DuFour, Richard DuFour
• 9781742393476

Robert Earker, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour
• 9781742395128

On Common Ground brings the ideas and
recommendations of many of North America’s
educational leaders into one resource for
educators working to help their students achieve
at ever-higher levels. Each chapter contributes
to a sound conceptual framework and specific,
practical strategies for developing professional learning communities.

SOT3476 • $49.95
On Excellence in Teaching
Robert Marzano, et al • 9781742394763

The book provides a comprehensive view of
instruction from a theoretical, systemic, and
classroom perspective. The authors’ diverse
expertise delivers a wide range of ideas and
strategies. On Excellence in Teaching is the
fourth book in the Leading Edge™ series.
The Leading Edge™ series unites education
authorities from around the globe and asks
them to confront the important issues that affect teachers and
administrators—the issues that profoundly impact student success.

SOT4763 • $55.95
Power Tools for Adolescent
Literacy: Strategies for Learning
Jan Rozzelle, Carol Scearce • 9781742393483

Power Tools for Adolescent Literacy is a
veritable encyclopedia of literacy strategies
secondary teachers can apply to all
content areas immediately. It integrates
research on reading in core content areas
and proven intervention practices. A
comprehensive collection of best practices
and powerful tools, this book belongs in every classroom and
in every principal and staff developer’s professional library.

SOT3483 • $39.95
Professional Learning Communities
at Work: Best Practices for
Enhancing Student Achievement
Richard DuFour, Robert Eaker • 9781741708707

This book provides specific, practical “how-to”
information about transforming schools into
results-oriented professional learning communities,
including curriculum development, teacher
preparation, school leadership, professional
development programs, school-parent partnerships
and assessment practices. Professional Learning Communities
at Work is an invaluable resource for learning how to reorganise
schools so that they can support more powerful student learning.

SOT8702 • $39.95
Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap
Robert Earker, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour,
Gayle Karhanek • 9781742395425

The Professional Learning Communities
at Work Journal is unique because it not
only assists the individual teacher, but also
guides the collaborative team planning and
processes essential to schools that operate as
PLCs. The first section of the book contains
an overview of the three big ideas that shape a PLC, cultural shifts
that are to be expected and keys to building high-performing
collaborative teams. The second section includes text and activities
to inform, inspire and challenge you and your teammates as you
all take the professional learning community journey. The third
section provides references and resources for further study.

SOT5128 • $19.95
Professional Learning
Communities at Work: Plan
Book
Robert Earker, Richard DuFour,
Rebecca DuFour • 9781741708714

More than just a stale planner, the
Professional Learning Communities at
Work: Plan book is an exciting and fresh new resource brimming with
tips, activities and forty weeks worth of planning pages to guide you
through an entire positive, productive year. This new addition to the
Professional Learning Communities family is more than just a plan book
with space for eight class periods. It also helps educators implement
critical Professional Learning Communities issues as they collaborate
with other school staff members to improve student learning. This
invaluable resource fully complements other Professional Learning
Communities resources published by Hawker Brownlow Education.

SOT8710 • $19.95
Revisiting Professional Learning
Communities at Work
Robert Earker, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour
• 9781742392592

This tenth anniversary sequel to the authors’ bestselling book Professional Learning Communities
at Work, also available from Hawker Brownlow
Education, merges research and practice to offer
the most extensive, practical and authoritative
examination of how schools at all levels can use
the Professional Learning Communities concept to improve learning,
both for students and the adults who serve them. It draws upon new
insights gleaned from the authors’ ongoing work in real schools and
districts across North America that have consistently demonstrated
the impressive power of Professional Learning Communities and its
relevance to schools and teachers worldwide, including here in Australia.

SOT2592 • $45.95
Standards-Based Reporting and
Formative Assessment: On the Road
to a Highly Reliable Organisation
DVD
Robert Marzano • 9781742394893

This expansion of the best-selling Whatever It
Takes: How Professional Learning Communities
Respond When Kids Don’t Learn expands on
original ideas and presses further with new
insights on the pyramid of interventions strategy.
The authors explore the following questions: Is
the PLC improvement process sustainable? Is this
improvement process transferable? How should
we enrich and extend the learning of students who are proficient?

Dr. Marzano uses the framework described
in Classroom Assessment and Grading That
Work and Making Standards Useful in the Classroom to outline
strategies for designing and scoring formative assessments. He
also addresses how to use formative assessments as the basis for
grading and reporting practices. During this session, Dr. Marzano
focuses on 1) the inadequacy of the 100-point scale, a generic
template for scale (rubric) design, 2) designing measurement
topics, 3) computing final status on measurement topics, 4)
traditional grading practices in a formatively based system, and
5) new forms of report cards for formative assessment.

SOT5425 • $35.95

SOT4893 • $325.00

To order online, go to www.hbe.com.au and click on the Solution Tree logo to view all titles.

Succeeding with Difficult Students:
New Strategies for Reaching Your
Most Challenging Students

Teaching Your Secondary ELLs
the Academic Language of Tests:
Focusing on English Language Arts

Lee Canter, Marlene Canter • 9781741708523

9781742393230

Reduce your own stress with the practical
techniques offered in this resource, including how
to develop positive relationships with challenging
students, increase student self-esteem by
focusing on appropriate behaviour, develop
proactive responses to student behaviour,
develop an individualised behaviour plan based on students’ needs,
and use intervention strategies to limit confrontations. This book will
help you focus on building positive relationships with difficult students.

SOT8524 • $35.95
Succeeding with Difficult Students
Workbook Years Prep-10
Lee Canter • 9781741708530

This resource contains all teachers need to develop
and implement individual behaviour profiles and
plans, relationship-building techniques, student
interest inventories, lesson plans, communication
forms and home-school plans. Turn your students’
lives around and reduce your own stress by
building positive relationships with difficult students,
and guiding those students toward more constructive behaviour.

SOT8532 • $29.95
The Bullying Prevention Handbook:
A Guide for Principals, Teachers and
Counselors
John Hoover, Ronald Oliver • 9781742395418

This book is a comprehensive, step-by-step bullying
intervention model for understanding, preventing,
and reducing the day-to-day teasing and harassment
attributed to bullying. New chapters focus on
cyberbullying; bullying of gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgender students; and the importance
of bringing a multicultural perspective to antibullying. Includes a CD with
reproducible survey instruments, screening checklists, and handouts.

SOT5418 • $35.95
The Collaborative Administrator:
Working Together as a Professional
Learning Community
Richard DuFour, et al • 9781742392585

How do administrators maintain the right balance
of “loose-tight” leadership and build profound,
lasting trust? What principles strengthen
principal leadership? How can administrators
overcome the practical obstacles of creating
a professional learning community (PLC)? The
Collaborative Administrator delivers strategies and heartfelt inspiration
from educators who have faced these challenges and found answers.

SOT2585 • $35.95
The Collaborative Teacher: Working
Together as a Professional Learning
Community

Evidence-based, teacher-friendly lesson plans
provide a practical framework for ensuring diverse
learners have the same opportunity to achieve.
This manual also supports English language arts
teachers in providing instruction for contentspecific language skills. Each lesson plan provides
background information for the teacher, implications for high-stakes
testing, a list of materials, academic vocabulary, and activities. Graphic
organizers accompany many of the lesson plans. Geared for students in
grades 6–12, the teaching strategies included in this book are varied and
differentiated to meet the needs of diverse English language learners.

SOT3230 • $37.95
Teaching Your Secondary ELLs the
Academic Language of Tests: Focusing
on Language in Mathematics, Science
and Social Studies
9781742393247

This book presents teacher-friendly lesson
plans that help students studying maths,
science and social studies in years 6-12
tackle unfamiliar language featured in tests.
It guides educators in instruction for contentspecific language skills by providing: research-based lesson plans
that help English language learners comprehend new language;
background information on the relevance of each lesson plan,
implications for testing and graphic organisers to aid learning;
instruction strategies differentiated to meet the needs of students; and
vocabulary lists, along with creative strategies for the classroom.

SOT3247 • $32.95
The Handbook for SMART School
Teams
Anne Cozemius, Jan O’Neill • 9781742395449

This resource puts quality improvement at your
fingertips by providing you with information
covering all aspects of teaming-from types
of teams, member roles, and team ground
rules to data collection, data analysis, and
data interpretation. You will also get a CDROM that includes reproducible tools for your
quality-improvement efforts. This book will help you set the stage for
collaboration and teamwork by teaching you how to become a SMART
school and improve processes and systems.You and your team members
will learn: Structures for teamwork, The basics of effective teamwork,
Group processes and planning tools, The benefits of thinking like a
system, The role of professional development in learning communities.

SOT5449 • $69.95
The High-Performing School:
Benchmarking the 10 Indicators of
Effectiveness
Mardale Dunsworth, Dawn Billings • 9781742394824

Specific techniques, supporting research, expert
insight and real classroom stories from experienced
and respected practitioners combine to illustrate
how to work together for student learning,
create a guaranteed and viable curriculum,
and use data to inform instruction. Ten expert
educators provide their insights into these important areas of pedagogic
development in a book that effectively melds theory and practice.

Designed by the authors, the on-site school
review is a cooperative venture between
an external review team and a school’s
administrators, teachers and students. The
authors explain the process, identify the 10
Effectiveness Indicators and provide the
rubrics they have developed for assessing a school’s performance
on each indicator. They include step-by-step instructions for
conducting a school review. The book also includes a CD containing
59 tools developed by the authors for planning and coordinating
the review, collecting evidence for evaluation, and communicating
among the many parties involved throughout the process.

SOT2622 • $35.95

SOT4824 • $55.95

Richard DuFour, et al • 9781742392622
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The Journey to Becoming a
Professional Learning Community
Janel Keating, Robert Eaker, Richard DuFour,
Rebecca DuFour • 9781742392608

The Principal as Assessment Leader
Thomas Guskey • 9781742393216

Creating a professional learning community
(PLC) in which all students learn at high
levels can be such a professional journey – a
journey that is definitely worth taking. This
concise volume serves as a brief introduction
to the concept and process of formulating a
Professional Learning Community. This set includes three copies of
the book, one laminated colour banner and two black white banners.

The Principal as Assessment Leader explores the
importance of effective classroom assessment for
student achievement, offers ideas to model and
spark positive change, demonstrate how formative
assessment and overall school improvement can be
achieved through building teacher literacy, providing
targeted professional development, acquiring and
using appropriate technology, creating a balanced
assessment system, developing a culture of collective inquiry, using
curriculum mapping, forming positive assessment relationships, and more.

SOT2608 • $135.00

SOT3216 • $42.95

The Kids Left Behind: Catching Up the
Underachieving Children of Poverty
Robert Barr, William Parrett • 9781742393537

The Teacher as Assessment Leader
Thomas Guskey • 9781742393223

The authors have compiled 18 timely research
studies to reveal an abundance of practical, usable
best-practice strategies you can implement at
district, school, and classroom levels. Keep this
collection of relevant research topics close at hand
to access: Essential leadership characteristics
to improve student achievement; Strategies for
engaging parents, the community, and schools to work together; How
to maintain high expectations for the underachieving children of poverty;
Methods for creating a culture of assessment and data literacy.

Discover how to improve student learning
through the power of effective, efficient
assessments, and realize your power to
transform education from inside the classroom.
Meaningful examples, expert research, and
real-life experiences illustrate the capacity
and responsibility every educator has to ignite
positive change. Packed with practical strategies
from expert practitioners for designing, analyzing, and using
assessments, this book shows how to turn best practices in
classroom assessment into usable solutions for everyday teaching.

SOT3537 • $48.95

SOT3223 • $42.95

The Power of Professional Learning
Communities at Work: Bringing the
Big ideas to Life (DVD Set)
Robert Eaker, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour
• 9781742394886

Created as an introduction to PLC concepts,
this four-program series provides your
staff with a powerful learning experience
that is informative and entertaining. Four
programs approximately 20 minutes each
on 4 VHS cassettes and 1 DVD plus a 70-page Facilitator’s Guide.
The programs can be presented in four half-day workshops.

SOT4886 • $655.00
The Power of SMART Goals
Anne Cozemius, Jan O’Neill • 9781742395456

This comprehensive yet easy-to-read book
by the authors of The Handbook for SMART
School Teams shows readers how to transform
their schools into places where each and
every student is meeting and exceeding
standards by shifting thinking to a focus on
results. Four real stories from elementary,
middle, and high schools that are implementing
SMART goals give you a firsthand look at their “probletunities”.
The authors also provide templates and forms for implementing
the SMART goals process in your own schools and classrooms.

SOT5456 • $32.95
The Resilience Revolution:
Discovering Strengths in
Challenging Kids

Through New Eyes: Examining the
Culture of Your School (DVD)
Richard DuFour • 9781742394879

This 4-hour training program for use with primary,
middle, and high school staff, helps educators
see the differences between a traditional school
and a Professional Learning Communities. The
resource contains a facilitator’s guide and a
discussion DVD. The facilitator’s guide includes
an introduction to the program, step-by-step
instructions for leading the workshop, guiding questions, smallgroup and full-group activities, and pages that can be made into
transparencies or duplicated as handouts for use during the workshop.

SOT4879 • $200.00
Total Instructional Alignment
Lisa Carter • 9781742393285

This guide for teachers and administrators
presents a three-step process for achieving
alignment between standards, curriculum,
classroom instruction, and assessment. In
addition, this resource illustrates how to align
instruction to the learning needs of each
individual student. Concise, practical, and easyto-understand, Total Instructional Alignment
includes a variety of tools and information for implementing and
sustaining an alignment process that leads to effective schools.

SOT3285 • $35.95
Transforming School Culture
Richard DuFour • 9781742393254

Larry Bendtro and Scott Larson teach readers how to
help at-risk children effectively overcome their ‘painbased behaviour’. Instead of focusing on punishment,
this guide illustrates resourceful ways to achieve
positive life objectives in challenging children through:
developing trusting relationships, searching for hidden
potential, teaching the importance of responsibility and instilling purpose.

Transforming School Culture provides a
framework for understanding how school cultures
operate and how leaders can overcome divisions
to improve relationships and transform toxic
cultures into healthy ones. Muhammad draws
upon his study of schools across the United
States to describe the tensions that impact
culture among different groups of educators
(Believers, Fundamentalists, Tweeners and Survivors). He offers
strategies for working with each group to transform school culture.

SOT4848 • $39.95

SOT3254 • $32.95

Larry Brendtro, Scott Larson • 9781742394848

To order online, go to www.hbe.com.au and click on the Solution Tree logo to view all titles.

Whatever It Takes: How
Professional Learning Communities
Respond When Kids Don’t Learn
Richard DuFour, et al • 9781741708684

This book examines the question, “What happens
when, despite our best efforts in the classroom,
a student does not learn?” In traditional schools,
the response to this question has been left
to individual classroom teachers, whereas a
Professional Learning Community will not leave
this critical question to each teacher to resolve. A PLC will, instead,
create a schoolwide system of interventions that provides all students
with additional time and support when they experience difficulty in
their learning. Whatever It Takes is full of specific strategies to make an
immediate impact in helping schools transition from theory to action!

SOT8680 • $39.95

Why Culture Counts
Donna Walker Tileston, Sandra Darling
• 9781742393278

Using careful research, Why Culture Counts
shows why it is vital to take into account the
needs, beliefs and values children bring to
class every day. Find out: how to create a
culturally responsive classroom; the difference
between collectivist and individualist learners;
how to differentiate for context, content,
product, process and assessment; how the brain processes learning
tasks; and how to build resilience in students at risk. Efforts to
improve achievement must focus on curriculum, instruction and
assessment. To close the achievement gap, we need a model that
also attends to the culture of the learner. This book does both.

SOT3278 • $55.95
10-005-01

Order Form
QTY CODE
TITLE
PRICE
SOT5463 “Unwrapping” the Standards: A Simple Process
$39.95
to Make Standards Manageable
SOT4749 40 Reading Intervention Strategies for Prep-6 Students
$49.95
SOT5470 Accountability in Action: A Blueprint for Learning Organisations
$45.95
SOT8281 Ahead of the Curve: The Power of Assessment
$50.00
to Transform Teaching & Learning
SOT5432 Building a Professional Learning Community
$39.95
at Work: A Guide to the First Year
SOT3193 Change Wars
$50.00
SOT8516 Classroom Management for Accelerating Achievement
$49.95
SOT8540 Classroom Management: Assertive Discipline
$29.95
for Teaching Responsible Behaviour for Today’s
Students: Primary Workbook Years P-6
$29.95
SOT8559 Classroom Management: Teaching Responsible Behaviour
for Today’s Students: Secondary Workbook, Years 7-12
SOT8575 Classroom Management: Teaching Responsible
$35.95
Behaviour for Today’s Students
SOT4862 Collaborative Teams in Professional Learning
$200.00
Communities at Work™: Learning by Doing DVD
SOT4756 Delivering on the Promise: The Education Revolution
$39.95
SOT3261 Designing & Teaching Learning Goals & Objectives
$37.95
SOT3452 District Leadership That Works: Striking the Right Balance
$39.95
SOT8567 First Class Teacher - Success Strategies for New Teachers
$39.95
SOT4770 Focused Assessment: Enriching the Instructional Cycle
$42.95
SOT4916 Formative Assessment & Standards-Based Grading
$42.95
SOT8672 Getting Started: Reculturing Schools to Become
$24.95
Professional Learning Communities
SOT4855 Leadership in Professional Learning Communities
$200.00
at Work™: Learning by Doing DVD
SOT4831 Leading With Trust: How to Build Strong School Teams
$55.95
SOT8699 Learning by Doing: A Handbook for Professional
$39.95
Learning Communities at Work
SOT4978 Making Math Accessible to Students with Special Needs 3-5
$35.00
SOT5012 Making Math Accessible to Students with Special Needs 6-8
$35.00
SOT5029 Making Math Accessible to Students with Special Needs 9-12
$35.00
SOT4947 Making Math Accessible to Students with Special Needs K-2
$35.00
SOT4794 Making Maths Accessible to English Language Learners:
$39.95
Practical Tips and Suggestions (Grades 3-5)
SOT4800 Making Maths Accessible to English Language Learners:
$39.95
Practical Tips and Suggestions (Grades 6-8)
SOT4817 Making Maths Accessible to English Language Learners:
$39.95
Practical Tips and Suggestions (Grades 9-12)
SOT4787 Making Maths Accessible to English Language Learners:
$39.95
Practical Tips and Suggestions (Grades K-2)
SOT3476 On Common Ground: The Power of
$49.95
Professional Learning Communities
SOT4763 On Excellence in Teaching
$55.95
SOT3483 Power Tools for Adolescent Literacy: Strategies for Learning
$39.95
SOT5128 Professional Learning Communities at Work Journal
$19.95
SOT8702 Professional Learning Communities at Work: Best
$39.95
Practices for Enhancing Student Achievement
SOT8710 Professional Learning Communities at Work: Plan Book
$19.95
SOT5425 Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap
$35.95
SOT2592 Revisiting Professional Learning Communities at Work
$45.95
SOT4893 Standards-Based Reporting and Formative Assessment:
$325.00
On the Road to a Highly Reliable Organisation DVD
SOT8524 Succeeding with Difficult Students: New Strategies
$35.95
for Reaching Your Most Challenging Students
SOT8532 Succeeding with Difficult Students Workbook Years Prep-10
$29.95
SOT3230 Teaching Your Secondary ELLs the Academic Language
$37.95
of Tests: Focusing on English Language Arts
SOT3247 Teaching Your Secondary ELLs the Academic Language of Tests:
$32.95
Focusing on Language in Mathematics, Science and Social Studies
SOT5418 The Bullying Prevention Handbook: A Guide for
$35.95
Principals, Teachers and Counselors
SOT2585 The Collaborative Administrator: Working Together
$35.95
as a Professional Learning Community

SOT2622 The Collaborative Teacher: Working Together
as a Professional Learning Community
SOT5449 The Handbook for SMART School Teams
SOT4824 The High-Performing School: Benchmarking
the 10 Indicators of Effectiveness
SOT2608 The Journey to Becoming a Professional Learning Community
SOT3537 The Kids Left Behind: Catching Up the
Underachieving Children of Poverty
SOT4886 The Power of Professional Learning Communities at
Work: Bringing the Big ideas to Life (DVD Set)
SOT5456 The Power of SMART Goals
SOT3216 The Principal as Assessment Leader
SOT4848 The Resilience Revolution: Discovering Strengths in Challenging Kids
SOT3223 The Teacher as Assessment Leader
SOT4879 Through New Eyes: Examining the Culture of Your School (DVD)
SOT3285 Total Instructional Alignment
SOT3254 Transforming School Culture
SOT8680 Whatever It Takes: How Professional Learning
Communities Respond When Kids Don’t Learn
SOT3278 Why Culture Counts

$35.95
$69.95
$55.95
$135.00
$48.95
$655.00
$32.95
$42.95
$39.95
$42.95
$200.00
$35.95
$32.95
$39.95
$55.95

TOTAL $

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................
Name of School .........................................................................................
Address .....................................................................................................
.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................
Country .....................................................................................................
Email: .........................................................................................................
Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD)
so that you can pay by credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.
hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the
book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged
returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware
that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and
$15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP
VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education,
you can now order online and pay using that account.
P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400
Website: www.hbe.com.au | Email: orders@hbe.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

To order online, go to www.hbe.com.au and click on the Solution Tree logo to view all titles.

